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Commentary for the Quarter ended 30 June 2017

Global Macro
A continuation of the rally in global equity markets has taken the MSCI All Country World Index to a 10.3% gain by mid year. This is the
4th best first half return of the index since its inception in 1988. Year-to-date, the more cyclically geared regions of Asia ex-Japan
(+18.4%) and Emerging Markets (+17.2%) continue to lead investment returns. Over the 2nd quarter, Asia ex-Japan, Europe, Emerging
Markets and Japan all led regional performance, rallying between 7% and 5%. The US lagged with the S&P500 gaining 2,6%.
Notwithstanding a second rate hike for 2017 in June and various geopolitical risk incidents, as yet nothing has managed to substantially
derail either equity or bond markets (though admittedly at the time of writing hawkish central bank undertones have induced a more
bumpy environment). Volatility and yields (both arguably too low) seem to suggest a market environment that has lost all reason.
However, on closer inspection, perhaps not. Yields more closely linked to Fed policy (2 year paper) have risen to the highest level in 8
years. That they have risen much more than the long-end is typical of late cycle behaviour. Importantly for equities, 10 year rates
adjusted for inflation have moved little year-to-date, an almost ideal outcome as higher real rates would mean tighter financial
conditions, while lower real rates would suggest a weak growth environment. With legislative action in the US so far undershooting
expectations - this should perhaps be a disappointment for a market that might have rallied on enthusiasm for potential tax cuts.
However it can equally be argued that gridlock in Washington is a good outcome for markets as it reduces the odds of more aggressive
Fed tightening. Importantly the rally in equities is not narrow. In the US the advance / decline line keeps making new highs and PE
multiples are expanding in 75% of the S&P500 industry groups.
Other factors are also constructive for equities - despite strong returns , low volatility (and cheap money) - M&A volume stands only at
long run averages. Hedge fund positioning sits near the post crisis median and inflows into US stocks over the last 12 months are just
$50bn. Global cash positions remain elevated versus history - this is far from a rally that has been widely enjoyed by all. While there
remains a healthy level of circumspection about the market - a continuation of a coordinated global recovery which is evidenced by rising
global EPS forecasts - supports a constructive view on equities going forward.

Portfolio
The fund gained 4.8% in USD over the quarter, ahead of the World Index return of 4.0%.

ZAR appreciation of 2.5% against the Dollar reduced the Rand return of the portfolio to 2.1%. As with Q1, regional exposure of the fund
(little Asia ex-Japan or Emerging Markets) was a drag on returns while sector specific exposure - overweight technology and healthcare,
and no exposure to energy or telecoms - benefitted fund performance. At the stock specific level the top contributors to returns were
ServiceNow (+21%), Bayer (+15%) and Tencent (+15%). The worst performers were AutoZone (-21%), Pandora (-15%) and TJX (-8%).
Investors will note that both AutoZone and Pandora featured as the poor performers in Q1. All three companies can be described as high
quality businesses with excellent returns on invested capital that are currently struggling to show near-term growth. While the de-rating
of these businesses makes them appear extremely tempting relative to their historic valuations, in our experience the short to medium
term trend in growth has tended to be a far more powerful indicator of prospective returns. Additionally, a key attraction of a high return
company is that it still has visible opportunities to reinvest at its historic return on capital. With this in mind, we are looking to rotate out
of these investments and into companies which meet our targeted requirements of both quality and growth.
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Top 5 Holdings

Asset allocation

Cash 8%

Total Net Equity 92%

Basic Materials 4%

Consumer Goods 14%

Consumer Services 22%

Financials 7%

Industrials 12%

Health Care 10%

Technology 23%

BlueAlpha BCI Global Equity Fund Quarter ended 30 June 2017

Holdings by Geography

USA 73%

Europe 23%

Asia 4%
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